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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

5.1 Conclusion 

According to research findings, it can be concluded that there are some 

points which can answer this research questions. 

The types of turn taking consists five points, there are pauses, overlaps, 

backchannels, conversational style. In this research on Dangdut Academy Asia 2 

Indosiar, the types is mostly used in conversation. In pauses are simply 

hesitations, but longer pauses becomes silences. When participants often speaks in 

a time together and it is usually called overlaps. In conversation, overlaps are not 

a big problem as long as participants understand each other. The next type is 

backchannels are used to gets the regular exchange of turn process suspended and 

allow one speaker to have and extended turn. The types of signals (‘uh-uh’, 

‘yeah’, ‘mmm’) provide feedback to the current speaker that message is being 

received. Besides backchannels, conversational style also occurs in the 

conversation. Conversational style is some individuals expect that participation in 

a conversation are relatively fast, with almost no pausing between turns, and with 

some overlaps or even completion of other’s turn. The last type is adjacency pairs. 

Adjacency pairs are automatic sequence, they are always consists of a first part 

and a second part produced by different speakers.  

In this conversation are by asking questions or compliment and making 

some jokes to makes the conversation more enjoyable. In the field of pauses is can 

be attributed silence. So, the result of one speaker is not listening to others or 

simply disagrees with the last opinion. Then Pauses also make the listener 

understand and easier to know what we are saying. The reason why the speaker 

used this type are because to recalling or trying to think what she want to speaks 

in this time. Soimah wants to make this situation more comfortable during the 

program, and also she states her statement in beginning of her talking. Based on 

the findings, it can be states that Soimah and the participants in this program 
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applied the types of turn taking especially in overlaps. The using of the type by 

them is much influenced in the program situation. The context where the 

utterances took place influences the choice types of turn taking. The listener tends 

to use overlaps as the strategy to close their utterances and to carry on talking. The 

use of adjacency pairs is much influenced in this program. it could be seen from 

how Soimah as the speaker to the participants as listener and the topic about the 

appearance of the contestant are seriously.  

 

5.2 Suggestion 

 The researcher hopes that this research can give contribution as a source of 

information for other researchers who are interested in the pragmatics study 

especially in the field of turn taking. The result of the research hopefully can be 

used for the next researcher as an alternative reference and comparator that might 

be relevant to the future research. 

The researchers can use another data source and use the appearing theory 

of turn taking. It would give a new contribution to the theory of turn taking. It will 

be interesting to analyze the turn taking in other figures', for example analyzing 

the turn taking in the conversation of lawyer figures, public figures, and others. 

 

 


